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DSKL teams come out tops in all age-groups
BMW Football Cup 2019/20
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By Albert Lehmenkühler

DSKL students fighting for a place on the podium.

T

he German School Kuala
Lumpur on November 2,
2019 hosted the 2019/20
BMW Football Cup, welcoming
38 participating teams from 11
international schools, including
two teams from the German
School Singapore. More than 300
players in five different age-groups
54

competed against each other
for the highly coveted medals and
trophies.
Athletes and organizers managed
a very tight program due to the
large number of participants hardly
allowing any space for a breather.
The boys and girls in different age
groups fought for the prestigious

medal ranks on five sports fields.
DSKL places great emphasis
on football which was again
demonstrated by the participation of
five teams from our school achieving
very convincing results. The youngest
team (11 U) reached the semi-finals
only narrowly missing the final,
however all other teams stepped
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Happy winners in the girls’ teams with Michael Rainer from BMW Group Financial Services.
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Sporting motivation among all participants.

Lucky winners in the boys’ teams with Alexander Borchardt from BMW
Group Financial Services.

up onto the winners’ podium.
The boys (13 U) took an excellent
third place while the boys (15 U) were
rewarded with the well-deserved
silver medal.
The highlights of the day happened
in the afternoon, when the boys (15 O)
and the girls (15 O) stepped up to the
challenge securing the gold medals

The DSKL boys’ team celebrating their victory.

in exciting tournaments ahead of the
competing teams from Singapore,
thus ensuring an outstanding overall
result for DSKL.
The German School Kuala Lumpur
would like to thank its Gold Sponsor
BMW Group Financial Services for
their continued generous support.
The dedicated work of many

colleagues, teaching assistants
and administrative staff members
ensured a smooth and successful
running of the tournament.
Many thanks for their enormous
commitment! Special thanks go
to all the host parents who kindly
accommodated students from the
German School Singapore.
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